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CARDIAC TISSUE MAPPING BY MOTION CAPTURE 

 

Abstract. This paper describes an algorithm to map cardiac tissue using motion capture tools. 

This problem is especially relevant for tissue engineering. The algorithm and its program code are 

developed for the motion capture of cardiac muscle tissue contraction. The program code is tested on 

a practical example: the contractions of cardiomyocytes at the microscopic level are visualized by a 

vector plot over the animation. The contraction and relaxation zones are also mapped: in the 

animation of the cardiac muscle tissue, they are highlighted in blue and red, respectively. The 

calculations are performed in Wolfram Mathematica. 

Keywords: cardiac tissue mapping; motion capture; vector field; video stream; information 
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КАРТИРОВАНИЕ СЕРДЕЧНОЙ ТКАНИ С ПОМОЩЬЮ ВИДЕОАНАЛИЗА 

 

Аннотация. В работе описывается алгоритм картирования сердечной ткани с 

использованием средств видеоанализа. Данная задача является особенно актуальной для 

тканевой инженерии. В ходе работы был разработан алгоритм программа для реализации 

видеоанализа сокращения ткани сердечной мышцы. Программный код был тестирован на 

примере решения конкретной задачи – в виде векторной диаграммы поверх анимации были 

подробно визуализированы сокращения кардиомиоцитов под микроскопом. Также были 

картированы области сжатий и расширений: на анимации сокращения ткани сердечной 
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мышцы они были выделены синим и красным цветами соответственно. Вычисления были 

выполнены в системе компьютерной алгебры Wolfram Mathematica. 

Ключевые слова: картирование сердечной ткани; видеоанализ; векторное поле; 

видеопоток; информационные технологии в микроскопии; тканевая инженерия. 

 

1. Introduction 

Motion capture is recording, processing, and analyzing video data containing, as a rule, some 

motion. It serves to solve many science and technology problems, being most widespread in medicine 

[1; 2; 3] and biomedical engineering [4; 5]. For the first time, motion capture was applied in 

biomechanical research. Nowadays, it is used, e.g., in rehabilitation centers to obtain quantitative data 

for assessing treatment’s effectiveness. Motion capture systems are used in general and pediatric 

neurology, traumatology, and orthopedics to study various types of motor disorders [2], determine 

the nature of pathology, assess the results of treatment of cerebral palsy, Parkinson’s disease [3], 

stroke, etc. Other application domains of motion capture are cinema, animation, and computer games. 

For biomedical engineering (particularly tissue engineering, see V.A. Tsvelaya’s dissertation 

[6]), a topical problem is to map the excitations and contractions of living cardiac tissue cells and 

create detailed models. 

Therefore, for studying the nature of cardiac muscle tissue contractions, it is necessary to 

develop and test motion capture-based algorithms and programs for mapping living cardiac tissue and 

creating detailed models. This paper aims to use motion capture for cardiac tissue mapping. 

To achieve the goal, we identify the following tasks: 

• develop an algorithm and write a program implementing the motion capture of cardiac muscle 

tissue contraction; 

• test the program code on a particular example, i.e., visualize the contractions of 

cardiomyocytes and map the cardiac tissue on the animation. 

 

2. Using Motion Capture to Map Cardiac Muscle Contractions 

2.1. Algorithm description 

To solve this problem, we will use Wolfram Mathematica 12.2. Due to its rich functionality for 

procedural, structural, and functional programming, data analysis, numerical and symbolic 

calculations, visualization, graphics, and data processing, this computer algebra system is suitable for 

various applied problems of science and technology. 

The first (preparatory) stage is the frame-by-frame import of a video file from the PC’s hard 

drive into Mathematica in the form of animation using the Import function, indicating “ImageList” 

in the specification parameters. For reducing the amount of calculations, the Take function is used to 

extract a video clip from it, consisting of a relatively small number of frames. 

In the second stage, the frames are compared to find the difference between them and detect 

motion. Since there are no markers on the video, the markerless motion capture technology will be 

used [7]. It is necessary to analyze the mutual arrangement of the inhomogeneous parts of the object’s 

images in successive frames. Therefore, we will apply the ImageDisplacements function. This 
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function estimates horizontal and vertical offsets between successive images: compares the 

successive images imagei and imagei+1 and returns the horizontal and vertical offset matrix {δx, δy} 

for each pixel of imagei. All input images for this function must have the same size. 

After obtaining the offset arrays for all frames and pixels, we order the data stream using a 

Gaussian filter (the GaussianFilter function). This filter is commonly used in image processing for 

anti-aliasing, noise reduction, and image derivation calculations. However, in the case of resampling, 

it makes the image strongly blurred. Gaussian filtering is widespread in computer graphics and 

computer vision as one of the stages of edge detection in computer vision algorithms. This filter is 

based on a convolution involving a Gaussian matrix as its base kernel. 

In the third stage, it is necessary to visualize the vector field of cardiac tissue motion. For the 

convenience of observations, it is displayed by a vector plot over the animation. This can be done 

using the ListVectorPlot function (building vector plots of frames) and the ListAnimate function 

(displaying frames as animation). This function generates a vector plot from an array of vector field 

values. ListVectorPlot displays a vector field using arrows. By default, the arrow indicates the 

vector’s direction, and the color indicates its magnitude. The function has many additional parameters 

for flexible visualization. 

It is important to obtain information about the heart rate. Therefore, in the fourth stage, we write 

to memory a data array containing the stream values in each animation frame and find frames with a 

peak stream using the FindPeaks function. The pulse (heart rate) can be visualized by a 2D line plot 

using the ListLinePlot function. This function builds a line plot (linear chart) by points. ListLinePlot 

goes through a given list of points sequentially left to right. This function has many additional 

parameters for flexible visualization. 

In the last (fifth) stage, it is necessary to map the contraction and relaxation zones. To do this, 

we calculate the divergence of the video stream field by a separate function. For this purpose, we use 

the GaussianFilter function for the calculation of derived images: 

 

DivVideoStream[σ_?Positive] :=  

flow ↦ GaussianFilter[flow[[All, All, 1]], σ {3, 1}, {0, 1}, Padding → "Fixed"] –  

 GaussianFilter[flow[[All, All, 2]], σ {3, 1}, {1, 0}, Padding → "Fixed"]; 

 

In the animation, the expansion areas are highlighted in red and the compression areas in blue: 

the colors are applied over the animation and combined in the CIE LAB colorspace (CIE 1976 

L*a*b*) using the ColorCombine function. This function unites single-channel images image1, 

image2, … into a multi-channel image, combining the sequence of channels in imagei. All images 

imagei must be the same size. When combining a color image with a grayscale image, ColorCombine 

creates an image in the same colorspace with an alpha channel. 

In the Lab colorspace, the lightness value is separated from the chromatic component of the 

color (hue, saturation). Lightness is given by the coordinate L varying from 0 to 100 (darkest to 

lightest). The chromatic component is given by two Cartesian coordinates a and b: the former shows 
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the color’s position in the range from green to red; the latter, from blue to yellow. This feature 

provides mapping and highlighting of the contraction and relaxation zones in different colors. 

The Lab space uniquely identifies the color, unlike RGB or CMYK colorspaces, representing a 

set of hardware data for reproducing color on paper or monitor screens. (Color may depend on the 

type of printing machine, ink brand, humidity in the workshop, and monitor brand and settings.) 

Therefore, Lab has found wide application in image processing software as an intermediate 

colorspace to convert data between other colorspaces (e.g., from an RGB scanner to a CMYK printing 

device). Due to special properties, editing in this colorspace is a powerful color correction tool. 

With the color definition in Lab, we can separately affect the image’s brightness, contrast, and 

color. In many cases, this feature accelerates image processing, e.g., in prepress. Lab allows 

selectively affecting different colors in the image and enhancing the color contrast. Among other tools 

of this colorspace, note noise reduction in digital photographs [8]. 

Finally, using the ListAnimate function, we animate the resulting array of images, highlighting 

the contraction and relaxation zones. 

The proposed algorithm is shown by a flow chart in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Motion capture algorithm for cardiac tissue: flow chart 

 

2.2. Algorithm testing on a practical example 

We tested the algorithm on a practical example, analyzing a video file with the contractions of 

cardiomyocytes at the microscopic level. We measured the nature of movements and contractions 

and performed cardiac tissue mapping. The original video (https://clck.ru/eRmX6) was provided by 

Cell Applications, Inc. (San Diego, USA), a company studying stem cells. 
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After the frame-by-frame import of this file from the PC’s hard drive into Mathematica, for 

convenient and fast calculations, we extracted a 60-frame video clip from it using the Take function 

(frames from 11 to 70). Sixty frames are quite enough since at least a few beats are accurately captured 

on them. 

Next, we determined the local vertical and horizontal offsets between neighbor frames for all 

frames sequentially using the ImageDisplacements function. This function compares two successive 

frames, returning the offset matrix {δx, δy} for each pixel of the first frame. 

Then we applied the GaussianFilter function to the frames (for anti-aliasing and noise 

reduction) and visualized the vector field of cardiac tissue motion, displaying it as a vector plot using 

the ListVectorPlot function; see Fig. 2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. A frame displaying the vector field of cardiac muscle motion.  

Colors indicate the size of the video stream; arrows, the direction of motion 

 

To determine the heart rate, we wrote into memory a data array containing the stream values in 

each animation frame and found the peak stream frames using the FindPeaks function. We visualized 

the heart rate as a 2D line plot using the ListLinePlot function. 

Despite that the video data was analyzed, the model is quite detailed. It yields a graph similar 

to an electrocardiogram, which is taken by a special device. 

Clearly, the graph resembles a cardiogram with all waves (Fig. 3). However, the waves are 

arranged in the opposite direction. (Perhaps, the video was recorded from the end.) The red circle in 

Fig. 4 indicates a phenomenon called the splitting of the R wave. Also, we calculated the heart rate 

by averaging. The result is about 80 beats per minute. 
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Fig. 3. Motion capture graph vs. ECG 

 

To map the contraction and relaxation zones, we calculated the divergence of the video stream 

field using the function described above. 

Then, we highlighted the relaxation zones in red and the contraction zones in blue, applying the 

colors over the animation and combining them in the LAB colorspace using the ColorCombine 

function (Fig. 4). It is common to unite several single-channel images into a multi-channel one. To 

better color the contraction and relaxation zones, the animation frames were converted to the black-

and-white colorspace using the ColorConvert function. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Cardiac tissue mapping. Frame with highlighted contraction (blue) and relaxation (red) zones 
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3. Conclusions 

This paper has presented a motion capture approach to map cardiac tissue motion on the 

animation at the microscopic level. Note that the line plot of cardiac muscle contractions resembles 

the ECG. 

In particular: 

• A motion capture algorithm and its program code have been developed for cardiac muscle 

tissue contraction. 

• The program code has been tested on a practical example: the contractions of cardiomyocytes 

at the microscopic level have been visualized by a vector plot over the animation, and their contraction 

and relaxation zones have been highlighted. 

The scientific novelty consists in developing and applying a new motion capture algorithm for 

cardiac tissue mapping and measurement. 

The practical value consists in using this algorithm to study cardiac tissue contractions at the 

microscopic level by biotechnologists, bioengineers, and other researchers. 
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